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Abstract— This paper explores the use of a multivariate
statistics approach to monitor and diagnose the performance
of a steam heated drying process. The results presented in this
paper are a first stage investigation into the capabilities and
limitations of these methods when applied to this particular
process. The results show that, despite the non-linear behaviour
of the drier process, the model predictions correspond well
with the process measurements. The results also indicate ability
to detect process failures, however, accurate diagnosis of the
failures remains a subject for future studies.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A modern paper machine is a complex non-linear process
comprised of a large number of unit operations. The interac-
tive and non-linear nature of the these, combined with a large
number of unmeasurable process variables, make efficient
operation of the paper making process a non-trivial task. Tra-
ditionally, ’optimal’ operation of the paper making process
has, therefore, relied more on the operator’s knowledge and
experience of the process behaviour and suitable operating
conditions than on conventional control algorithms. However,
increased competition between paper mills and progressively
stricter environmental regulations have had the result that
modern paper machines are constantly evolving and improv-
ing, with frequent changes to the process behaviour as a
result. To retain operational efficiency under these conditions,
operators must quickly adapt to the changing behaviour of
the process. On-line tools for monitoring and diagnosis of
the process variables are essential to achieve this objective.

This paper explores the use of a multivariate statistics
approach to monitor the performance of the drier part of
the paper making process. The drier is, due to lack of
suitable measurements, normally operated in an open loop
manner with very little knowledge about its internal states.
This is unfortunate, since efficient operation of the drier
generally equates to large energy savings and, thereby, lower
production costs. The objective in this paper is to model the
moisture content of the paper as it travels along the drier. If
such a measurement can be reliably estimated, it will not only
solve common operational problems, such as over-heating
and under-heating of the paper sheet, but also potentially
allow for energy minimization.

Multivariate statistics have been emergent methods for
large-scale industrial process monitoring since the early
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1990s, even though they have been widely utilised in other
applications over a much longer period. The common ter-
minology describing the union of industrial applications
with these statistical tools is Multivariate Statistical Process
Control (MSPC), which is a catch-all term covering process
performance monitoring [1], fault detection and diagnosis
[2], [3], soft-sensors [4] and advanced control [5], [6].

The most commonly used MSPC methods are Princi-
pal Component Analysis (PCA) and Projection to Latent
Structures or Partial Least Squares (PLS), which are both
dimensionality reducing, data-driven techniques employed,
in process terms, to handle common cause variation where
standard process control (i.e. univariate statistics) methods
cannot [7]. PCA is associated with capturing the underlying
trends in large, multivariate systems and is, therefore, suited
to detecting and identifying process faults, whereas PLS
is more suited to modelling the relationship between inde-
pendent and dependent process variables (i.e. input-output),
providing inferential models or soft-sensors that can be used
for prediction of quality variables and process monitoring.

As MSPC has become increasingly prevalent in the pro-
cess industries, so the requirements for more robust, efficient
and practical formulations of the core algorithms have been
sought. For example, given that all processes are non-
linear to some degree, then non-linear derivations of MSPC
methods have been proposed, generally incorporating theory
from Neural Networks [8].

Perhaps the most important advance in MSPC in recent
years has come with the development of on-line, real-time
applications methods handling changes in the intrinsically
dynamic data structure of the process plant. Adaptive or Dy-
namic PCA, for example, has been applied both to theoretical
plant simulations [9] and real world processes [10].

PLS is widely used in the chemical industry, especially
in association with spectroscopic techniques, for prediction
of chemical reaction parameters, circumventing the need for
costly, prolonged and repetitive laboratory analysis, as well
as utilising the benefits of the non-destructive spectroscopy.

In the near future, MSPC research is likely to become
increasingly more focused on its integration with actual
automatic control and plant supervision. This is especially
pertinent when it is considered that most high-end processes
rely heavily on large numbers of automatic controllers and
their associated control loops. From simple on/off controlto
advanced Model Predictive Control (MPC), the potential for
MSPC to enhance the supervision (control and monitoring)
of industrial processes is now being realised. For example,
[6] proposed using the MPC framework and the score space
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Fig. 1. Simplified process flow diagram, describing a multi-ply paper board machine.

generated by PLS to build a multivariate statistical controller
to sit on top of a bank of PID controllers. However, very
few papers in this area have been published subsequently,
although [11] does present a detailed overview of the current
state of MSPC related control.

In this paper, conventional MSPC is applied to the data
generated from a paper machine model as a first stage
investigation into the capabilities and limitations of the
methods as applied to this process. It is envisaged that
once a satisfactory statistical model has been identified,
further work into novel applications of MSPC with grey-
box modelling and automatic control may be initiated, with
the simulation model in the first instance and with real plant
data, subsequently.

II. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The production of paper normally starts with a pulp sus-
pension consisting of water, chemicals and cellulose fibres.
The pulp suspension is fed to the paper machine, which
forms a wet fibre web. Subsequently, by subjecting the
wet fibre web to different dewatering processes, the paper
machine progressively decreases the water content of the
fibre web to ultimately obtain a dry sheet of paper.

The wet fibre web is formed by dispersing the pulp
suspension onto a moving nylon mat, which acts as a forming
table. The nylon mat is perforated and, by using vacuum
suction boxes mounted beneath the nylon mat, water can
be drained from the fibre web as it moves along the paper
machine. The target paper machine, which is shown in Fig. 1,
employs five forming zones, which are fed by five separate
pulp feeds. This particular paper machine is used for the
production of liquid packaging board products (end uses for
this paper product include juice and milk containers), which
is a five-layer composite paper product.

The water content of the fibre web, as it leaves the forming
zones of the target paper machine, is between15-20 %. Three
press nips further increase the dryness of the fibre web to
approximately40 %, before the fibre web enters the drier.
The drier removes much of the remaining water by letting
the fibre web travel along the surfaces of steam heated drying
cylinders. The target paper machine is equipped with92

steam heated drying cylinders, divided into12 groups. The

steam temperature, heating each group of cylinders, can be
individually controlled.

A first principles model of the paper machine shown in
Fig. 1 was previously developed and validated in [12]. This
model tracks the hydraulic transport and mixing dynamics for
five mass components (water, filler and three types of fibres),
includes a detailed description of the drainage dynamics
occurring while the fibre web travels along the forming
zones, as well as incorporating a detailed description of the
drier process. This model is used in this work to emulate the
dynamics of a real multi-ply paper board machine.

III. M ULTIVARIATE STATISTICS

As numerical formulation of the standard Multivariate
statistics are regularly cited in the literature, only a brief
description of the methods employed in this paper are
presented. A comprehensive summary of the use of these
methods in continuous process monitoring can be found in
[13].

A. PLS

Given i observations (samples) described byk dependents
(measurement variables), forming a predicted matrixY ∈
ℜi×k and j predictor variables, forming a predictor matrix
X ∈ ℜi×j , the aim of PLS regression is to predict the values
of Y from any givenX. The PLS algorithm performs a
simultaneous decomposition on both theX andY matrices,
explaining the maximum covariance between them for a
given number of latent variables. These latent variables are
analogous to components in Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), which are orthogonal dimensions explaining the
variance within the original dataset in descending order
of magnitude. Hence, the first component (latent variable)
captures the most information and thek:th component cap-
tures the least information, wherek is the total number of
observations in the original matrix. Typically, an optimum
number of components are selected to maximise the amount
of original information retained in a PCA or PLS model,
without capturing unwanted artefacts such as noise, generally
found in the lower order components. Cross-validation is a
common method for selecting the number of latent variables
to retain in the model, although a number of variants have
been proposed [14].



There exists two derivations of the standard PLS algo-
rithm, Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS),
[15], and the speedier SIMPLS algorithm [16]. The PLS
algorithm (SIMPLS method) can be summarised as follows
[16]:

Algorithm 1:
For l = 1, · · · , a (wherea is the number of LVs to
be retained in the model)
Given the initial conditions:

A0 = XT Y, D0 = XT X andC0 = I

Calculate:
ql, the eigenvector ofAl

T Al associated with the
largest eigenvalue.
wl = Alql, cl = wl

T Dlwl, wl = wl

√
cl, with wl

stored in thel:th column of the matrixW.
pl = Dlwl, with pl stored in thel:th column of
the matrixP.
ql = Al

T wl, with ql stored in thel:th column of
the matrixQ.
vl = Cl

T pl → vl = vl/||vl||.
Cl+1 = Cl − vlvl

T andDl+1 = Dl − plpl
T .

Al+1 = ClAl.

The scores matrix can then be computed as the product of
the original predictor matrix and the weights matrix (T =

XW) and the regression matrix forY on X is the product
of the weights matrix and the loadings matrix (B = WQ).

B. PCR

Principal Components Regression (PCR) is similar to
standard PLS regression, but prior to regression, PCA is per-
formed onX, before applying the multiple linear regression
algorithm with the scores (T) as the predictor variables and
Y as the predicted variables.

IV. A NALYSING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE DRIER

The target paper board machine produces a wide range
of liquid packaging board products, ranging from200 g/m2

grades up to450 g/m2 grades. The training and valida-
tion datasets comprise data collected from the paper board
machine process during normal production. Each dataset
encapsulates a reduced production cycle consisting of se-
lected grades that span the range of grades produced on
the paper machine. A slightly different operational strategy
has been employed when generating each dataset. This is to
capture the effect on the process variables from the different
operational strategies that the paper machine normally is
operated under.

In total, three cycles were used for the training datasets
and a fourth cycle for the validation dataset.

Each dataset include measurements of basis weight (at the
end of the machine), moisture (at the end of the machine),
machine speed, the five mass flows (for each pulp feed)
and the twelve steam pressures (for each steam group). In
addition, each dataset also include measurements of the paper
moisture at183 positions along the machine direction (MD)
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Fig. 2. Mean MD Moisture Profile as predicted using two different training
sets, compared with the actual Profile.

of the drier. Note that these measurements are normally
not available in the on-line measurement database. However,
they are collected regularly by the maintenance team and
therefore available for off-line analysis exercises, suchas
model identification and validation.

The training predictor matrix (Xt ∈ ℜ4653×20), which
include measurements of basis weight, moisture, machine
speed, mass flows and steam pressures, and the predicted
matrix (Yt ∈ ℜ4653×183), which include measurements of
the MD moisture profile along the drier, were used to build
a PLS regression model using the SIMPLS algorithm, with
autoscaling (data is mean centred to zero with a standard
deviation of one) and seven latent variables determined by
leave-one-out cross-validation. The SIMPLS algorithm was
preferred to the NIPALS algorithm for speed and increased
predictive robustness [16].

This model was then validated using the fourth dataset
(Xv ∈ ℜ1551×20, Yv ∈ ℜ1551×183), using the same scaling
options. As a comparison, a supplementary model was gen-
erated using only one cycle of the training set and this model
was validated in the same manner.

The two fault datasets are similar to the training and val-
idation datasets in that they consist of a reduced production
cycle. However, unlike the training and validation datasets,
the heat transfer coefficient, describing the heat transfer
between the steam and cylinder shell, has been significantly
reduced for some of the cylinders. Reducing the heat transfer
coefficient emulates the effect of condensate build-up inside
the cylinder; a fault that frequently occurs during paper mak-
ing. For Fault 1, the heat transfer coefficients for cylinders
48, 50, 52, 54 and 56 have been reduced, while for Fault 2,
the heat transfer coefficient for cylinder 52 has been reduced.

V. RESULTS

The accuracy of the model was assessed by averaging the
model output (MD moisture profiles for all positions), giving
Ŷv (actual), Ŷm (complete model),Ŷm1 (single training
dataset model), as shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding Root
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TABLE I

AVERAGE RMSEPFOR EACH OPERATING CONDITION FOR THE TWO

MODELS

NOC Fault 1 Fault 2

PLS 0.0025± 0.0006 0.0206± 0.0097 0.0049± 0.0020

PCR 0.0026± 0.0006 0.0231± 0.0116 0.0054± 0.0023

Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP), an indicator of
model accuracy, is shown in Fig. 3, for four different model
configurations; the optimal model (7 LVs, autoscale), mean
centred scaling and two sub-optimal LV selections.

As can be seen, the model generated using only 3 LVs
performs poorly in comparison to the other configurations, as
would be expected. This is because the 3 LV model does not
capture enough information to allow for robust prediction.
The RMSEP for the autoscaled and mean centred config-
urations are almost identical but, as for all configurations,
the largest RMSEP values occur in the central MD moisture
profile positions.

PLS and PCR models were both developed using the
optimal parameters, but the PLS model was shown to give
slightly better predictions, as shown in Table I and, subse-
quently, Fig. 2 and 3 relate to the PLS model only.

The optimal model was used to in a pseudo-real-time
manner to predict the output variableY under the three
operating conditions. The model was run in real-time, but
the data was analysed off-line at the end of the run. The
mean error (measured predicted) was calculated for each
condition and the results are shown in Fig. 4, where NOC is
the Normal Operating Condition. As can be seen, the model
performs well when no fault is present, but its predictive
ability deteriorates to a degree dependent on the severity of
the fault (i.e. poor performance with fault 1).

The scores plot shown in Fig. 5 displays the predicted
model scores on the first latent variable versus the second
latent variable for each operating condition, with the 95%-
ile confidence limit ellipse. The NOC scores are entirely
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Predicted and Actual MD Moisture Profiles for the
three process runs (Normal (NOC), Fault 1 and Fault 2).

within the confidence limit on the first LV, whereas the fault
scores drift outside the limit. However, some scores for all
conditions fall outside of the limit on the second LV. This
suggests that LV 1 describes scores related to faults, whereas
LV 2 is related to model prediction errors. These prediction
errors are associated with variations due to step changes
in the model occurring at approximately 10, 100 and 190
minutes. Improved model robustness is required to account
for these step changes.

The model was investigated to determine whether it was
capable of providing further information about the faults.
The two most commonly used measures of model variation
are the Squared Prediction Error (SPE), referred to as theQ
Residual and Hotelling’sT 2 Statistic. When confidence lim-
its are applied to these values, some indication of the status
of the process can be determined. TheQ Residual measures
variation outside of the model, providing information on the
variation in the prediction errors, whereas theT 2 Statistic
measures variation in the model subspace as a function of
the distance from the centre of the training dataset.

The T 2 Statistic with 95%-ile confidence limit for each
plant operating condition is shown in Fig. 6, for both the
PLS and PCR models, whilst only the PCR model is used
to display theQ Residual (and 95%-ile confidence limit),
as shown in Fig. 7. It was discovered that, forQ in the
PLS model, variable 7 was masking the true variation, i.e.
the contribution of variable 7 to theQ Residual was close
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to 100%. Examination of the raw data revealed that both
variables 3 and 7 were constant mass flows. Removing these
variables from the model, however, resulted in negligible
Q values (near zero). The PCR method appeared to handle
this problem, although removing the two constant variables
resulted in a lowering of theQ values to a negligible level.
In this regard, theQ Residual should only be used as an
indicator of problems associated with generating a model
with good closeness-of-fit.

There are two significant observations that can be made
regarding the monitoring plots. Firstly, the step changes are
detected by both monitoring statistics for all conditions and
the magnitude of the statistics increases for each subsequent
step change. The fact that this phenomenon is detected by
both theQ andT 2 statistics, as well as during the NOC, sug-
gests that more training data is required to generate a model
that can better account for normal process changes. Although
the model is fairly well conditioned, the step change is
detected both inside and outside of the model subspace
and, thus, is highlighted as a significant process change. As
mentioned, caution should be taken when regarding theQ
Residual as an indicator of model error, as the variable 3 and
7 appear to contribute to the unusually high values shown in
Fig. 7.

The second observation relates to the differences in the
statistics between NOC and the two faults. TheT 2 statistic
for Fault 1 is uniformly above its confidence limit, for Fault2
sporadically and for the NOC, only during the step changes.
It should also be noted that the PCR model gives lowerT 2

values, which make it harder to distinguish whether there is
a true fault, especially in the case of Fault 1. It appears that
the PCR model is more robust to particular phenomenon in
the process data. Further work is suggested to explore the
role of these models in fault detection and to find methods
of diagnosing particular faults by looking at the variable
contributions to the monitoring statistics, especially with
regard to improving the robustness of these statistics.

The standard prediction errors for model predictions dur-
ing normal operating conditions are shown in Fig. 8. This
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figure essentially describes the accuracy, by which the model
can predict the MD moisture profile at particular time instants
and particular positions along the drier. As shown, the
prediction errors are overall small (natural variation of the
process is in reality in the order of±0.01), and without
structure, suggesting high accuracy over a relatively wide
range of operating conditions. Exceptions from this occurs
at t ≈ 75 minutes andt ≈ 175 minutes, which coincide
with large step changes that excite the non-linearities of
the process. Thus, under a very limited and rare set of
operating conditions, where the non-linearities of the process
are continuously excited, the accuracy of the predictions is
expected to rapidly deteriorate.

VI. FURTHER WORK

Clearly, the potential for expanding on the work presented
is high, given both the limitations of the techniques used and
the evolving nature of MSPC technologies/Chemometrics.
It is proposed that an iterative program of work will be
undertaken in order to achieve improved paper machine plant
monitoring and control.

The key areas that form the basis of the work have been
identified as:

1) Fault handling Expanding on the current work to in-
clude several artefact classes (i.e. Measurement errors,
Disturbances, Controller dynamics). Improved mod-
elling, based on hybrid techniques (i.e. Discriminant-
PLS), will be required to distinguish between and
diagnose different artefact classes;

2) Real-time Implementation of an adaptive monitoring
scheme for the plant to enable truly real-time monitor-
ing. This will include on-line model updating of both
the model and the monitoring statistics [10].

3) Control Implementation of MSPC with the advanced
control (MPC) scheme existing in the current plant
model. Expansion of the monitoring and control frame-
work, with the intention of making the methodology
viable for the paper making industry and real-world
plants.

It is anticipated that each area is presented in separate
papers, with a final paper collating the results into a cohesive
document detailing the final MSPC-MPC framework.
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